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How much are sites affected by 2-D and 3-D site effects? A study based on single-station earthquake records and implications for ground motion modelling
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SUMMARY
1-D site response analysis dominates earthquake engineering practice, while local 2-D/3-D models are often required at sites where the site response is complex. For such sites, the 1-D representation of the soil column can account neither for topographic effects or dipping layers nor for locally generated horizontally propagating surface waves. It then remains a crucial task to identify whether the site response can be modelled sufficiently precisely by 1-D analysis. In this study we develop a method to classify sites according to their 1-D or 2-D/3-D nature. This classification scheme is based on the analysis of surface earthquake recordings and the evaluation of the variability and similarity of the horizontal Fourier spectra. The taxonomy is focused on capturing significant directional dependencies and interevent variabilities indicating a more probable 2-D/3-D structure around the site causing the ground motion to be more variable. While no significant correlation of the 1-D/3-D site index with environmental parameters and site proxies seems to exist, a reduction in the within-site (single-station) variability is found. The reduction is largest (up to 20 per cent) for purely 1-D sites. Although the taxonomy system is developed using surface stations of the KiK-net network in Japan as considerable additional information is available, it can also be applied to any (non-downhole array) site.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When a site undergoes seismic shaking, local site effects have the consequences in terms of modifications in amplitude, frequency content and duration of ground-motion. These phenomena can be rather peculiar and they vary from site to site depending on the local geologic and topographic site conditions. The importance of such site response is widely acknowledged. Hence, for a quantitative evaluation of seismic hazard it is important to assess such factors as precisely as possible.

The thicknesses of the layers of the sedimentary cover and their S-wave velocities are two of the most commonly used parameters to determine seismic site response. A common approach to this end is to assess the local subsurface structure from available geological data sets, boring explorations, and/or other non-invasive seismic methodologies of underground explorations. In turn, various ground response simulation methods are then used to predict the level of modification of ground motion at a target site. Herein, it is generally assumed that P and S waves are often fully decoupled, meaning that the vertical component is comprised of P waves only while on the horizontal components only S waves exists. The site response is then considered to be dominated by vertically propagating, horizontally polarized SH waves through a laterally homogenous medium, allowing to capture some aspects of local effects like the influence of impedance contrasts, 1-D resonance effects, and soil non-linearity (for equivalent linear and non-linear analyses).

Engineering approaches often overlook the effects of lateral variations, meaning that when the hypothesis of a laterally infinite body with horizontal layering vanishes, wave propagation cannot be modelled correctly as 1-D. On the other hand, empirical site response models used in ground-motion analysis only partially account for non-1-D sites since they are based on data sets containing all sorts of sites and wave propagation effects. These lateral heterogeneities, however, can have a significant impact on the level of ground-motion. Multiple empirical studies have illustrated that 1-D site-response approaches, despite their broad usage in practice, often fail to be accurate (e.g. Thompson et al. 2012; Kaklamanos et al. 2013; Kim & Hashash 2013; Zalachoris & Rathje 2015; Kaklamanos & Bradley 2018; Li et al. 2018; Pilz & Cotton 2019; Tao & Rathje 2020; Zhu et al. 2020) and more sophisticated approaches...
are needed to capture 2-D/3-D site effects (i.e. topographic effects, slopes along with impedance contrasts, the geometry of the soft soil layers, basin-edge induced surface waves, 2-D basin resonance effects). While many different methods with varying degrees of complexity have been used for empirically identifying such complex site effects, these approaches generally rely on the availability of recordings at an adequately near reference site and/or detailed velocity models at the site of interest. The application of complex and expensive 2-D/3-D analysis, however, will not be necessary if velocity models at the site of interest. The application of complex site effects, these approaches generally rely on the availability of complex spectral components, complementary procedures are required accounting for differences both in spectral shape and amplitude (an overview on various distance and similarity measures is given, for example, by Cha 2007; Deza & Deza 2009; Crooks 2018).

For measuring the amplitude difference, that is measuring how far apart are the two horizontal components, we rely on the normalized divergence distance $d$ (Sjøvold 1977)

$$d = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{f} \frac{[NS(f) - EW(f)]^2}{[NS(f) + EW(f)]^2}$$

Herein, the squared difference at each frequency value $f$ is used for the calculation of the total distance, that is this definition follows the $L2$ norm and is based on the Euclidean distance between the horizontal components. Compared to other Euclidean distance measures, for peaked data (i.e. amplification peaks in the horizontal spectra), $d$ outperforms other groups of measures in terms of its discriminating power (e.g. Huet & Hancock 1996). In eq. (1), $f_1$ and $f_2$ define the frequency range over which the comparison is carried out using $N$ spectral values. $NS$ and $EW$ describe the frequency-dependent horizontal Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS). Each term in the summation is squared, so the relationship directly assesses any differences in amplitude. From a theoretical point of view, $d$ takes values between zero and one, being zero if (and only if) the two components are identical.

Complementarily, we select the Jensen Shannon difference $J$ from the Shannon entropy family to compare the shapes of the two spectra,

$$J = \frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{f} \left( \frac{f_1}{f_2} \ln \left( \frac{2NS(f)}{NS(f) + EW(f)} \right) \right) + \sum_{f} \left( \frac{f_2}{f_1} \ln \left( \frac{2EW(f)}{NS(f) + EW(f)} \right) \right) \right).$$

where $J$ describes the mean relative entropy between the variation of the two horizontal spectra and their respective mean (Lin 1991). Herein, entropy refers to the degree of disorder (or randomness) in a situation. It quantifies how distinguishable the shapes of the two spectra are from each other. It is equal to zero only if the two components are indistinguishable, that is identical.

The individual Fourier amplitude spectra of each component are calculated by filtering the full-time series with a second-order Butterworth filter at cutoff frequencies of 0.1 and 30 Hz (corresponding to the sensor’s high-cut frequency) before tapering it with a 5 per cent-cosine function and smoothing the resulting Fourier spectra with a Konno & Ohmachi (1998) window. The smoothing parameter $b$ is set to 10 for ensuring the smoothing of numerical instabilities while preserving the major features of the spectra. In eqs (1) and (2), the frequency parameters $f_1$ and $f_2$ are set to 0.3 and 25 Hz and the individual frequency values are equally spaced in logarithmic scales.

For each event and each station, we quantify $d$ and $J$ by rotating the two horizontal axes by steps of 5° for finding the orientation that strongly relates to directional dependence, that is the direction for which the largest difference between the two horizontal components is observed. For both indices, the corresponding maximum value is chosen. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the azimuthal variation of the
two horizontal spectra and the respective variation of \( d \) and \( J \) for a single event.

For each site we further investigate the interevent variability of the H/V spectral ratios. A similar measure has already been proposed by Thompson et al. (2012) using surface-to-borehole spectral ratios although it has recently been shown that surface-to-borehole spectral ratios have a limited usable frequency range with respect to H/V spectral ratios (Zhu et al. 2021a). If a large H/V interevent variability is observed at a single site, such differences could be caused by event-specific site effects linked to source-site configurations. This includes (1) the variability in source azimuth, incidence angle and wave field on the input motion in which, for example, shallow events might generate local surface waves which can contribute to azimuthal-dependent amplification in certain frequency bands (Pilz et al. 2018), (2) the lateral variability of the site (i.e. surface and subsurface topography and (3) temporally variable nature of soil properties due to soil non-linearity (Régnier et al. 2018) and/or climatic factors (Alshembari et al. 2020). With various degrees all these effects will negatively influence the ability for 1-D ground-motion modelling at this site. For quantifying the variability of the H/V spectral ratios at a single site, in a first step, the peak ground acceleration (PGA) has to be less than 0.1 g for keeping the analysis in the linear range. In the end, the number of usable recordings corresponds to 103,258 motions from 5,662 events. The locations of the events and a corresponding magnitude versus hypocentral distance distribution are shown in Fig. 2.

4. OBSERVED SITE PARAMETERS

Fig. 3 illustrates \( d \), \( J \), both of them along with their azimuthal variation, and \( \sigma_{\text{HV}} \) exemplarily for two KiK-net sites.

FKSH11 can serve as a typical example of a 1-D site. Besides a narrower confidence interval, smaller and azimuthally less variable values are obtained for both similarity measures linked to source-site configurations. For HDKH06, located in the coastal plains of southern Hokkaido, both parameters are directionally dependent for individual events, resulting further in a large standard deviation over the entire frequency range, that is a large number of previous studies are available which will be utilized for validation in a later stage. The ground-motions used in this work are a subset of the motions compiled and processed by Bahrampouri et al. (2019) collecting the accelerometric data recorded between 1996 and 2017 at all KiK-net recording sites observed for earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 3.0. For magnitudes larger than 3.5, the values are taken from the F-net catalogue calculated by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). Dawood et al. (2016) concluded that the hypocentral location and magnitude from the F-net catalogue can be considered more reliable than information provided by KiK-net.

In addition, we choose only earthquakes with at least three usable recordings for which, in a first step, the peak ground acceleration (PGA) has to be less than 0.1 g for keeping the analysis in the linear range. In the end, the number of usable recordings corresponds to 103,258 motions from 5,662 events. The locations of the events and a corresponding magnitude versus hypocentral distance distribution are shown in Fig. 2.
large value of $\sigma_{HV}$, which, in summary, is pointing at some 2-D/3-D effects at this site.

Once the individual parameters $d$, $J$, and $\sigma_{HV}$ are available for all KiK-net sites, they are standardized separately. For every parameter, we subtract the respective parameter mean and divide the results by the standard deviation to shift each distribution to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The three standardized parameters are summed before rescaling the corresponding sum $\Sigma$ to $[0, 1]$, that is

$$
I = \frac{\Sigma}{\max (\Sigma) - \min (\Sigma)}.
$$

(3)

The previous steps do not change the distribution but they will only affect the range of the data. The final index $I$ assumes a value in the range 0 to 1 with 0 indicating a fully 1-D behaviour while an index of 1 represents the certainty of significant horizontal variability at this site.

For the analysed KiK-net sites, Fig. 4 plots the distribution of the three site parameters and the final value of $I$. Details on the site-specific parametrization for all sites are provided in Table S1. $d$ and $\sigma$ approximately follow a normal distribution while for $J$ and correspondingly for $I$ the distributions are slightly asymmetric with a tendency towards smaller values. While there is only a limited number of sites with extreme values for $I$ (54 sites with $I \leq 0.2$, 16 sites with $I \geq 0.8$), the vast majority of sites (almost 90 per cent) cannot be characterized as purely 1-D or purely 2-D/3-D. However, for grouping sites as 1-D or 2-D/3-D sites, we refrain from using strict threshold values since this would mean that such classification would be depending on our choices. On the contrary, the use of a probability index offers the possibility to set user- and application-specific confidence levels.

5. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROPOSED 1-D/3-D TAXONOMY

Many recent studies have already evaluated the accuracy of 1-D site response modelling on the basis of comprehensive data sets available for the KiK-net strong-motion network. Pilz & Cotton (2019) systematically assessed 2-D/3-D site effects relying on the closeness of the empirical amplification function to the theoretical transfer function for vertically propagating $SH$ waves. In the frequency range between the site’s fundamental frequency and 25 Hz, Spearman’s correlation coefficient $s$ was calculated between the two functions. Sites with coefficients close to 1, indicating a good match between the two functions, were considered as 1-D sites while a low value of $s$ indicates a site with prominent 2-D/3-D effects. A threshold of $s = 0.6$ was set to distinguish 1-D sites from sites with 2-D/3-D effects. Fig. 5 depicts $I$ from eq. (3) against the previously proposed Spearman correlation coefficient $s$ for the 354 KiK-net sites. For 354 of 689 KiK-net sites a sufficient match between the measured and the calculated fundamental resonance frequency has been observed and only these sites were used for further analysis by Pilz & Cotton (2019).

As can be seen in Fig. 5, sites with small values of $I$ tend have larger values of $s$ (i.e. both values indicating a 1-D behaviour) and vice versa. The Pearson correlation coefficient $r$, measuring the strength of the relationship between both parameters $I$ and $s$ ($-1 \leq r \leq 1$), takes a value of $-0.67$. This value is statistically significant with a level of two sigma when testing the null hypothesis that there is not a significant linear correlation between $I$ and $s$, that is $r = 0$. Both $I$ and $s$ aim at identifying 1-D and 2-D/3-D sites but both variables rely on different data sets (While $I$ is based on surface recordings only, $s$ is calculated from a spectral inversion with respect to reference rock conditions and requires KiK-net velocity profiles). Therefore, Fig. 5 might indicate that surface recordings can be sufficient for identifying 2-D/3-D effects.

Tao & Rathje (2020) recently presented a taxonomy to assess the suitability of 1-D analysis considering the justification of peaks in the H/V spectral ratio and the presence of true and pseudo resonances at a site. For minimizing any parametric uncertainty in their modelling approach, Tao & Rathje (2020) re-inverted the available velocity profiles at some KiK-net sites. For 28 studied KiK-net sites, 21 are classified by Tao & Rathje (2020) to be modelled well by 1-D analysis. Based on this study, the corresponding list of 1-D sites takes a mean of $I = 0.40 \pm 0.16$ and 18 of these 21 sites are characterized by $I$ of less than 0.5. Also for the seven non-1-D sites of Tao & Rathje (2020), a consistent result is found: $I$ takes much higher values with a mean of $I = 0.52 \pm 0.08$.

Thompson et al. (2012) have presented another thorough approach for developing a taxonomy to identify sites that can be
modelled well by 1-D analysis. The taxonomy is based on the correlation coefficient between the theoretical and the empirical transfer function, considering further the variability of the latter. Based on their study, 16 of 100 sites have been classified as LG (Low interevent variability and Good match between the empirical and theoretical transfer function), that is sites ideal for validation of 1-D constitutive models. Also in our study, most of these sites show a very low value of $I$ while only for a few sites (IBRH10, IBRH17, ...
Figure 4. Quantitative distribution of the number of stations for $d$ (top left-hand panel), $J$ (top right-hand panel), $\sigma$ (bottom left-hand panel) and $I$ (bottom right-hand panel).

Figure 5. $I$ against Spearman correlation coefficient for 354 KiK-net sites of Pilz & Cotton (2019). The dashed line indicates the threshold used by Pilz & Cotton (2019) for distinguishing 1-D and 2-D/3-D sites.
Figure 6. Theoretical 1-D SH transfer function (grey dotted lines) and surface-to-borehole spectral ratio plus/minus one standard deviation corrected for the downgoing wave effect (black lines). $I$ represents the 1-D/3-D index. GIFH24 and MYGH03 (top line) are representative of 1-D sites. FKSH04 and MYZH13 (middle line) represent sites in the transition range between 1-D and 2-D/3-D sites while ABSH12 and NARH01 are characteristic for 2-D/3-D sites (bottom line).
Assessing 2-D/3-D site response

Figure 7. Pearson correlation coefficient $r$ of $d$ and $J$ with hypocentral distance, focal depth, moment magnitude, site-specific PGA and incidence angle averaged over all analysed stations.

Figure 8. Pearson correlation coefficient $r$ between various ranges of $I$ and individual site parameters $d$, $J$ and $\sigma$ with site condition proxies from Zhu et al. (2021b). TPI represents the topographic position index and TRI represents the terrain ruggedness index.

IWTH08, KRSH07, KRSH10, NMRH04 and TKCH08) significant differences occur, meaning that for these sites $I$ takes values larger or much larger than 0.5. Here the difference is mainly caused by a significantly higher interevent variability for the corresponding sites in this study as we assign rather large values for $\sigma_{HV}$ for the corresponding sites with a mean $\sigma_{HV}$ of 0.29 ± 0.07 (for the distribution of $\sigma_{HV}$ see Fig. 4, for individual values of $\sigma_{HV}$ see Table S1). A visual inspection, however, indicates the validity of a large $\sigma_{HV}$ for the modelled sites.

A large number (53 of 100 studied sites) have been characterized as LP sites (Low interevent variability and Poor level of match between the empirical and theoretical transfer function) by Thompson et al. (2012). For these sites, however, $I$ mostly takes values of less than 0.5, that is tending towards 1-D, with a mean of 0.42 ± 0.15. As noted by Tao & Rathje (2019), correlation coefficients are particularly sensitive to the modelled level of damping. In turn, this might have caused a site not being considered as 1-D due to a poor fit between the empirical and theoretical transfer function. This means that in this situation the underlying evaluation of the goodness-of-fit might not only be affected by the modelling uncertainty (e.g. 2-D/3-D effects, complex incident wave fields) but also by the parametric uncertainty of the parameters entering in the ground-motion model.

By comparing the theoretical transfer function based on linear 1-D SH modelling with the site-specific empirical transfer function estimated from surface-to-downhole spectral ratios, Fig. 6 provides a comparison of both functions and $I$ for representative KiK-net sites. A comparison for all sites is provided as an electronic supplement to this article. For each site, surface-to-downhole spectral ratios are calculated by dividing the horizontal Fourier spectrum of ground-motion at the surface by that at the downhole. Theoretical transfer functions are computed in the linear domain as the ratio of the amplitude of harmonic motion on the ground surface to that of the total wavefield at the depth of the downhole sensor.

GIFH24 and MYGH03 are characteristic of 1-D sites for which a good match in shape and amplitude is found. For sites in the transition range between the 1-D and the 2-D/3-D regime (with intermediate values for $I$) generally show less similarity between the two functions. For most sites with large values for $I$, a significant mismatch between the theoretical and empirical transfer functions can be found. Such mismatch is generally seen at sites having (1) a considerable level of amplification for frequencies higher than the site’s fundamental frequency (ABSH12 in Fig. 6) since 2-D/3-D effects are most significant in this frequency band or (2) a significant discrepancy between the measured and the calculated fundamental resonance frequency (NARH01).

While Fig. 6 might indicate that $I$ can directly be derived by comparing the empirical and theoretical transfer functions, there is no direct link between the two functions and $I$. Zhu et al. (2020) recently studied the variation of the theoretical transfer function associated with uncertainties in velocity profiles concluding that 1-D SH-based ground response analysis exhibits poor performance in properly predicting site amplifications at frequencies larger than $\sim$3 Hz achieving a sufficient agreement only at less than one-third of the examined sites. Moreover, at most sites we also cannot rule out the possibility of having deeper velocity contrasts below the downhole sensor which might alter the site’s fundamental frequency but also influence the empirical site responses in the entire studied frequency range.
6. CORRELATION OF THE 1-D/3-D INDEX WITH EVENT AND SITE PROXIES

From the variability of the individual parameters, as seen in Fig. 3, the question arises of how repeatable the apparent 2-D/3-D effects are with respect to different seismic sources and different path effects. In principle, several factors like source mechanism, geometrical spreading and attenuation contribute to the observed spectra at a station. From a theoretical point of view, we would expect a range-dependent pattern in the waveform complexity caused by varying focal depth and radiation pattern as the travel path increases from the range of simple direct crustal phases (within a few tens of kilometres) to reverberate multipathed $P$ phases (beyond 150 km). For particular and well-studied sites, Riepl et al. (1998), Raptakis et al. (2000) and Maufroy et al. (2016) have already indicated a high sensitivity of ground-motion to focal depth and distance of local events, especially a high sensitivity of the occurrence of 2-D/3-D site effects to backazimuth. The path duration (i.e. the lengthening of the ground-motion duration with distance), on the other hand, will contribute to the dependency of the frequency content of ground-motion decay but has been found to remain a second-order effect (Dujardin et al. 2016). This implies if different events have a different frequency content, their relative $I$ might be different. If this were the case, we would expect the site-specific parameters to be correlated with event-specific ones.

Fig. 7 plots the Pearson correlation coefficient $r$ of $d$ and $J$ with hypocentral distance, focal depth, moment magnitude taken from the NIED catalogue, PGA and incidence angle. Again the values are statistically significant at a confidence level of $2\sigma$.

For assessing the incidence angle, in a first step we use the $S$-wave velocity model of Nakajima et al. (2001) for determining the ray parameter $p$ between each earthquake and the downhole sensor at each station. Because of the large depth of all studied events with respect to the depth of the downhole sensors, the variations in downhole sensor depths will not have a significant influence on $p$. Given the simplified velocity models available at each KiK-net site, the angle of incidence $\theta$ at the surface sensor for the wave propagating from the downhole station is then calculated by

$$\cos \theta = \sqrt{1 - \nu_S^2 p^2}$$

in which $\nu_S$ is the average $S$-wave velocity between the downhole
and the surface sensor taken from the logging data at the KiK-net sites. Although the velocity model of Nakajima et al. (2001) is specific for northeastern Japan, any regional velocity perturbation will have negligible influence on $\theta$.

As shown in the correlation matrix, we observe almost no correlation between various parameters. Only between magnitude and PGA on the one hand and $J$ on the other hand a weak correlation is found. One reason might be that the velocity pulse period is a function of the event’s moment magnitude, meaning that large magnitude events go along with large pulse periods (e.g., Bray & Rodriguez-Marek 2004). In this period range, directivity effects, that is focusing of energy along the fault in the direction of rupture, have frequently been observed, in turn causing some variation in the two horizontal directions. Similar considerations also apply for PGA. While in the high-frequency range, there is only a weak dependence on the radiation pattern, this latter effect becomes more significant for intermediate and low frequencies (e.g., Vidale 1989) and might be mapped as a difference in the horizontal spectra here. We emphasize, however, that the correlation is rather weak.

Only for a very limited number of stations, a strong correlation ($r > 0.7$) between either $d$ with magnitude (NGNH27, SZOH35), $J$ with magnitude (OSKH04) or $J$ with PGA (NGNH35) is observed but none of these few sites is characterized by a large value of $I$. Since we are averaging over many events in a wide range of directions and distances (254 median events per site), it is therefore expected that the sometimes observed dependence of the 3-D site response on the event parameters is limited.

Since the presented approach is fully empirical, one cannot specify the primary cause of the site effects under consideration. It might anyhow be advisable to identify site condition proxies and their derived topographic and/or environmental attributes for assessing if a site is more susceptible for 2-D/3-D effects. To this regard, Zhu et al. (2021b) have recently presented an open-source and systematic site database for 1742 K-NET and KiK-net sites in Japan. The data base contains various topographic and geological parameters and proxies inferred from regional models or maps which have been derived for all network sites in a systematic way.

We apply the following site conditions proxies: (1) geological age [i.e. Holocene, Pleistocene, Quaternary (volcanic rocks), Tertiary and pre-Tertiary], (2) slope of topography from a 1° digital terrain model, (3) topographic position index (TRI) representing the difference between the elevation of the central pixel and the mean of the surrounding pixels, (4) terrain ruggedness index (TRI) quantifying the mean of the difference in elevation between the central pixel and each of the surrounding pixels and (5) roughness which is defined as the largest difference in elevation between the central pixel and the surrounding ones. Fig. 8 plots the Pearson correlation matrix between site condition proxies and site parameters.

Among the parameters, no significant linear correlations between any environmental and site parameters are found as $r$ is always smaller than 0.4. This indicates that the occurrence of the mapped effects is not limited to specific environmental conditions although there is, as expected, some weak linear correlation for the occurrence of 2-D/3-D effects at steeper slopes in rougher terrain. Since the results represent an average over different environmental conditions, it might be unlikely to infer the site behaviour from the environmental parameters alone.

Zhu et al. (2020) have already assessed the effectiveness of 1-D modelling for 90 KiK-net sites having no significant velocity contrasts below their downhole sensors, meaning that the surface-to-downhole spectral ratios can be taken as their empirical transfer functions. They assessed if a linear correlation between the latter and 1-D theoretical transfer functions exists with respect to various site proxies. Complementarily to Fig. 8, their results indicate a limited efficacy of 1-D modelling in reproducing observed amplifications at steeper and stiffer sites. Since most KiK-net sites are located on thin sediments or weathered rocks at the margin of basins, Zhu et al. (2020) conclude that complex geological site conditions in line with the violation of the 1-D assumption might be responsible for the low success rate.

7. Variability of Ground-motion

Due to the increasing amount of strong ground-motion data, empirical site amplification functions can be obtained from ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) residuals for use in site-specific Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA). It is most often considered—at least implicitly—that the site response can be decoupled from source and path effects. The record-specific total residuals $\Delta$ can be decomposed into between-event ($\delta(B_e)$) and within-event ($\delta(W_{es})$) components and the latter can be decomposed in the single-site approach (Atkinson 2006; Rodriguez-Marek et al. 2013) into between-site residuals ($\delta S_2S_s$) and event-and-site corrected residuals ($\delta W_{es}$).

$$\Delta = \delta B_e + \delta S_2S_s + \delta W_{es}.$$  
(5)

Herein, the site terms $\delta S_2S_s$ represent the systematic average deviation of the observed amplification at a specific site from the median amplification predicted by the model based on a simple site classification. The total variability $\sigma$ of the data set with respect to the GMPE is given by

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\tau^2 + \phi_{S2S}^2 + \phi_{SS}^2}.$$  
(6)

The between-event standard deviation is represented by $\tau$. The standard deviation of the between-site residuals is the site-to-site variability denoted by $\phi_{S2S}$. $\phi_{SS}$ is the standard deviation of the event-and-site corrected residual ($\delta W_{es}$) at a given station. Conceptually, $\phi_{SS}$ is the record-to-record aleatory variability associated with propagation and other sources of variability across all source—site paths in the data set, that is it includes all components of event-to-event and path-to-path variability for a given site. $\phi_{SS}$ is identical to the single-station standard deviation of Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011).

Using a mixed-effects regression, Kotha et al. (2018) recently derived site-response adjustment factors by analysing the spectral properties of $\delta S_2S_s$ with respect to real reference site conditions for KiK-net data. The underlying ground-motion model does not include any site response component in its fixed effects, unlike the common practice of including a function of travel-time based average $S$-wave velocity in the uppermost 30 m ($\phi_{S30}$), meaning that the $\delta S_2S_s$ will absorb all average site response. A large number of smaller events ($M_W > 3.5$) and long-distance recordings ($0 \text{ km} < R_{1/2} < 600 \text{ km}$) have been included to ensure that the site terms are constrained well and capture the full linear site response while not being biased by non-linear response on soft soils (Kotha et al. 2018).

We first focus on the dependency of the standard deviation of $\delta W_{es}$ for each station, the site-specific single-station standard deviation ($\phi_{SS,s}$), on $I$ (Fig. 9). While a slightly decreasing trend of $\phi_{SS,s}$ with increasing period is found, there is a tendency of increasing $\phi_{SS,s}$ with increasing $I$ for all considered periods. This means that for sites that tend to be more affected by 2-D/3-D effects, the...
site-specific single-station standard deviation is larger with respect to 1-D sites.

The lower within-site variability of ground-motions for 1-D sites is confirmed by Fig. 10 presenting the remaining standard deviation after removing the site-specific site response prediction.

As expected from the dependency of $\phi_{SS}$ on $I$ shown in Fig. 9, the single-station variability $\phi_{SS}$ is lower for 1-D sites: $\phi_{SS}$ takes values of smaller than or equal 0.43 (in logarithmic scale) for all periods. These values are lower than the corresponding estimates retrieved from literature for similar environments (e.g. Lin et al. 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al. 2011; Baltay et al. 2017; Subhadra & Mai 2021 and others). For 2-D/3-D sites, on the other hand, $\phi_{SS}$ remains larger. This trend is almost independent on the period though it is slightly larger at intermediate periods. Both Figs 8 and 9 then indicate that within-station ground-motions may be more variable at 2-D/3-D sites compared to 1-D sites. The physical factors explaining this larger within-station variability (e.g. influence of the incidence angle) remain to be explored.

The variability of the $SS$ among the stations, that is the site-to-site variability $\phi_{SS}$, for different ranges of $I$ is shown in Fig. 11.

The site-to-site variability is found to exhibit a notable dependence on $I$ with perceptible frequency-dependent smaller values for $\phi_{SS}$ at 1-D sites. The influence of 2-D/3-D effects is observed to become smaller and finally negligible for large periods. For shorter periods ($T < 0.7$ s), a reduced variability of $\phi_{SS}$ of more than 10 per cent is found. The largest differences of up to 20 per cent for $\phi_{SS}$ between 1-D and 2-D/3-D sites, however, can be observed at intermediate periods. This might be due to the fact that 2-D/3-D effects are most significant between the site’s fundamental and the first higher 1-D resonance frequency (e.g. broadening of H/V resonance peaks due to dipping layers, basin-edge induced surface waves generally affect periods slightly shorter than the site’s fundamental period). A generic high site-to-site variability is found at a response period around $T \approx 0.1$ s but this effect can mainly be attributed to the transformation from Fourier spectra (frequency domain) to response spectra via convolution with a single-degree-freedom oscillator transfer function (discussed in Stafford et al. 2017 and Kotha et al. 2017).

8. Conclusions

In this study, we have proposed a probabilistic indexing scheme to identify sites which are more likely to be affected by 2-D/3-D site effects indicating that more complex ground-motion modelling is required. The scheme is based on single-station earthquake recordings at surface stations only. It is benefitting from the fact that no additional site-specific information nor recordings at nearby reference sites are required. Although we have developed the method solely using strong-motion data from Japan, the approach is not regional-specific and can be applied to other regions with strong-motion networks and recordings.

Three metrics, that is the divergence distance, the Jensen–Shannon difference and the interevent variability are used to account for azimuthal variations in ground-motion spectral shape and amplitude and event-specific site effects linked to particular source-site configurations. The occurrence of 2-D/3-D effects is found to be only partially event-dependent but not identifiable through site condition proxies. Only a limited number of sites do actually qualify as purely 1-D or 2-D/3-D sites, while the majority of sites are influenced by 2-D/3-D effects with varying degrees. As the use of strict quantitative measures may cause an underestimation of the number of sites modelled well by 1-D analysis, the site-specific probability index can allow to apply user-specific thresholds for grouping sites as 1-D or 2-D/3-D.

Our results indicate that both the within and between-site variabilities are larger for 2-D/3-D sites. In this case, the site response is influenced more significantly by the 2-D/3-D environment, such as bedrock slope, topographical irregularities and geometry of the soft soil layers. For the between-site variability, these effects seem to diminish for longer periods, in particular above the site’s fundamental period. The within-site (single-station) variability is lower by up to 20 per cent for 1-D sites at almost all periods. The considerably lower values of $\phi_{SS}$ for sites which can be accurately be described by 1-D wave propagation indicate that the ground response at these sites is less variable from a physical point of view and can therefore be described more appropriately with standard 1-D parametrizations. The 1-D/3-D index can then facilitate our capacity to evaluate, a priori, if classical 1-D site response analysis for a given site may provide an accurate and sufficiently well-constrained response estimate.
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**Figure S1.** Theoretical 1-D SH transfer function for all KiK-net sites (grey dotted lines). The black lines represent the average measured surface-to-borehole spectral ratios plus/minus one standard deviation corrected for the downgoing wave effect. For each site, $I$ represents the 1-D/3-D index.
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